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NEW QUESTION: 1
What CLI command compiles and installs a Security Policy on the target's Security Gateways?
A. fwm compile
B. fwm install
C. fwm fetch
D. fwm load
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference: http://dl3.checkpoint.com/paid/7e/CheckPoint_R65_CLI_AdminGuide.pdf?
HashKey=1540653105_b07751355cf424cd738b8409d23ad59c&xtn=.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option D
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option A
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:ftp://ftp.hp.com/pub/softlib2/software1/doc/p618621448/v68867/rx2800_ofs_21_09
_inst all_Windows.htm(search for Allow non bundle versions)

NEW QUESTION: 3

Which option shows the correct traffic selectors for the child SA on the remote ASA, when the
headquarter ASA initiates the tunnel?
A. Local selector 192.168.33.0/0-192.168.33.255/65535 Remote selector
192.168.20.0/0-192.168.20.255/65535
B. Local selector 192.168.33.0/0-192.168.33.255/65535 Remote selector
192.168.22.0/0-192.168.22.255/65535
C. Local selector 192.168.22.0/0-192.168.22.255/65535 Remote selector
192.168.33.0/0-192.168.33.255/65535
D. Local selector 192.168.33.0/0-192.168.33.255/65535 Remote selector 0.0.0.0/0 - 0.0.0.0/65535
E. Local selector 0.0.0.0/0 - 0.0.0.0/65535 Remote selector 192.168.22.0/0 -192.168.22.255/65535
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
The traffic selector is used to determine which traffic should be protected (encrypted over the
IPSec tunnel).
We want this to be specific, otherwise Internet traffic will also be sent over the tunnel and most
likely dropped on the remote side. Here, we just want to protect traffic from 192.168.33.0/24
(THE LOCAL SIDE) to
192.168.22.0/24 (THE REMOTE SIDE).

NEW QUESTION: 4
Click on the exhibit.
An LSP's primary path takes R1-R3-R5-R6. Its fully loose secondary path is configured for SRLG.
All links are of equal cost. Which path will the secondary path take?
A. The secondary path will take R1-R3-R2-R4-R6.
B. The secondary path will take R1-R3-R2-R4-R5-R6.
C. The secondary path will take R1-R2-R3-R5-R6.
D. The secondary path will take R1-R2-R4-R6.
Answer: A
Explanation:
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